Abstract-The ever-increasing amount of multimedia content on modern social media platforms are valuable in many applications. While the openness and convenience features of social media also foster many rumors online. Without verification, these rumors would reach thousands of users immediately and cause serious damages. Many efforts have been taken to defeat online rumors automatically by mining the rich content provided on the open network with machine learning techniques. Most rumor detection methods can be categorized in three paradigms: the hand-crafted features based classification approaches, the propagation-based approaches and the neural networks approaches. In this survey, we introduce a formal definition of rumor in comparison with other definitions used in literatures. We summary the studies of automatic rumor detection so far and present details in three paradigms of rumor detection. We also give an introduction on existing datasets for rumor detection which would benefit following researches in this area. We give our suggestions for future rumors detection on microblogs as a conclusion.
INTRODUCTION
The explosive development of contemporary social media platforms has witnessed their key role for reporting and propagating news in the modern society. According to a recent study from Pew Research, 62 percent of people receive news from social media, with 18 percent doing so very often [1] . Social media users not only read news but also propagate and even produce immediate news on the social network. With millions of people serving as "news sensors", news on social media is valuable for opinion mining and decision making. However, the convenience of publishing news also fosters the emergence of various rumors. According to a report in China [2] , over one third of trending events on microblogs contain fake information.
The widespread of rumors can pose a threat to the internet credibility and cause serious consequences in real life [3] . Followings are some examples showing rumors that cause damages to political events, economy and social stability.
• During the 2016 U.S. presidential election, candidates and their supporters were actively involved on Facebook and Twitter to do campaigns and express their opinions. However, as many as 529 different rumor stories pertaining to presidential candidates Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton were spreading on social media during the election [4] . These rumors reached millions of voters via social network promptly and potentially influenced the election.
• On April 23rd 2013, the official Twitter account of Associated Press was hacked to sent out a tweet claiming two explosions happened in the White House and the president got injured. Even though this rumor was quickly debunked, it still spread to millions of users and caused severe social panic, resulting in a dramatic crash of the stock market immediately [5] .
• In March 2014, promptly after the emergency event "Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 Lost Contact", 92 different rumor stories were spread widely on Sina Weibo, the primary microblog service in China [6] . These rumors blocked people from knowing the real situation of the event and damaged the feelings of family members related to the missing passengers on the plane.
Rumors on social media have become a serious concern recently, especially when people are aware of their capabilities to influence the society. Commercial giants, government authorities and researchers are all taking great efforts in defeating the negative impacts of rumors. Figure  1 showcases anti-rumor designs in three major platforms including Facebook, Twitter and Weibo. Facebook labels fake news stories with the help of users and outside fact checkers (Figure 1(a) ). Users alert the platform to possible rumors, which will be sent by the platform to fact-checking organizations such as AP, FactCheck.org and Snopes.com for verification. Verified fake story will be publicly flagged as disputed by a 3rd party fact-checkers whenever it appears on the social network. Users will get another warning if they insist on sharing verified fake stories [7] . Twitter employs a semi-automatic strategy combining automatic evaluation and crowd-sourcing annotation to flag possible fake tweets (Figure 1(b) ). Each tweet is assigned with a credibility rating automatically generated by an algorithm [8] . Users are allowed to give their feedback if they disagree with the rating. On Weibo, users are encouraged to report possible fake tweets. These tweets are passed to a commit composed of elite users to scrutinize and judge them (Figure 1(c) ). Verified fake tweets will be labeled. The above methods depend on social media users or human experts to detect rumors. Moreover, these methods mostly focus on defeating rumors during their propagation process on social media, rather than detecting emerging rumors at an early stage.
Although manual rumor annotation of large-scale social media data becomes feasible, manual labeling encounters the following challenges: 1) Intensive labor and cost of time [9] . Even with a good motivation, users may be frustrated by the intensive labor and cost of naive manual interactions to label rumors. Heavy labor and cost of time are obstacles for manually labeling of large-scale online data. 2) Label quality. Unlike common human interactive annotations such as tagging pictures on image sharing websites [10] , identifying a fresh rumor involves much more domain knowledge and elaborative examination. It is nontrivial for an journalism expert to fact-check a news story, let alone nonprofessional users. The low-quality labels will directly jeopardize the identification of rumors and fail to meet the qualification of accurate rumor detection.
Due to the above challenges, most existing applications aim at simultaneously exploring humans and computers for rumor detection. In comparison with pure manual labeling, they are able to provide better results with high efficiency because labor cost is reduced, as users may not need to label all the data.
Automatic rumor detection on social media faces many challenges, as the social multimedia data is numerous and ever-increasing. What's more, the non-structural, incomplete and noisy nature of online data makes it very challenging to process and understand. We summarize the challenges as follows. Although information in different modalities can provide clues for rumor detection, how to extract prominent features from each modality and effectively fuse them together is challenging. 4) Heterogeneous propagation structure. During the diffusion of rumors on the social network, users can discuss and make comments. The users' behaviors help to construct an underlying social context for rumors. Characterizing these behaviors on the propagation network is crucial to identify rumors online.
Facing these challenges, good efforts have been made to attack the automatic rumor detection problem from different angles, as visualized in Fig. 2 . Most approaches formulate the automatic rumor detection as a two-class classification task. We divide these approaches into three categories: handcrafted features based approaches, propagation-based approaches and neural networks approaches. 1) Category I: handcrafted features based approaches.
The traditional methods apply hand-crafted features to describe the distribution of rumors in high dimensional space and the separating hyperplane will be learned by classifiers [11] - [16] . These studies extract features from the textual and visual content of rumors. To avoid the variations in content semantics, some social context features are also proposed to capture the characteristics of rumors, so the feature engineering becomes a fatal step before classification. However, as some rumors lack of some crucial features, these methods often lead to unstable and unreliable results. 2) Category II: propagation based approaches. To utilize the heterogeneous structure of social network, Graph-based optimization methods link messages and users into a whole network and evaluate their credibilities as a whole [17] [6] [18] . The category of a unclassified text can be obtained when the network is convergent. However, it is obviously to see that these work ignore the textual information represented by rumors. 3) Category III: neural network approaches. More recently, deep neural networks are proposed to learn and fuse multi-modal features automatically for rumor detection [9] , [19] - [23] . By modeling text data as time-series, either recurrent neural network or convolutional neural network can learn the latent textual representation and improve the accuracy of classification. Compared to the work that leverage traditional classifiers, these work can significantly improve the performance.
Several survey papers exist. Zubiaga et al. propose an overview of how to develop a rumor detection system, which consists of four steps: rumor detection, rumor tracking, rumor stance classification, and rumor veracity classification [24] . As their work pays less attention on analyzing the feature engineering step and neural network based algorithms, which can not summarize and compare different methods from the perspective of algorithms. Boididou et al. empirically compare three methods on a dataset collected form Twitter [25] , without considering the development of rumor detection on Weibo, which ignore some prominent researches [6] , [12] , [16] . To sum up, the previous lacks of comprehensive analysis for detection algorithms and ignores the development of neural network on rumor detection, which motivates our work. Most rumor detection methods can be modeled as a two-step work, consisting of feature selection and binary classification. Depending on the difference in selecting features and machine learning algorithms among the present researches, we aim to provide a comprehensive introduction for existing rumor detection algorithms. Specifically, we categorize the methods described in over 50 papers into three paradigms: hand-crafted feature based methods, propagation based methods and neural network based methods. We analyze the advantages and weakness of each paradigm as well. Such an analysis helps to point out the application context for each algorithm.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the formal detection of rumor detection. We then introduce the work on the classification-based approaches for rumor detection in Section 3. We give our a detailed introduction of categories of prominent features extracted for rumor detection models followed by classification methods integrating these features for the rumor detection task in this section. Two types of state-of-theart rumor detection models, propagation-based models and deep neural networks models are then introduced in section 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6, we discuss the dataset status for the research of rumor detection. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss future research directions in Section 7.
DEFINITIONS
The definition of a rumor varies over publications. In [26] , for instance, DiFonzo et al. define rumor as a story or statement in general circulation without confirmation or certainty to facts. While in [27] , a story or a statement whose truth value id unverified or deliberately false is considered as rumor. The lack of consistency in this fundamental concept makes a head-to-head comparison between existing methods difficult. In this section, we first introduce three typical rumor definitions used in the literature. We then give a formal definition of the rumor detection problem, which allows us to interpret existing methods in a unified framework.
We give an objective definition for rumors discussed in this survey as follows:
Definition: Objective Rumor This definition of rumor is strictly equivalent to verified fake information. Once a statement is confirmed to have false or fabricated content by authoritative sources, it is labeled as a rumor. This kind of rumor is also referred as "false rumor" [15] or "fake news" [6] [18] [20] .
Besides objective rumors, there also exist alternative definitions such as general rumors and subjective rumors, see Fig. 3 . A traditional definition of rumor is derived from the social psychology [27] . That is, a rumor is an unconfirmed statement that widely spread and the truth value of which is unverified or deliberately false. Under this definition, the general rumor is deemed as a piece of information, the veracity of which has not been verified. Unverified rumors refer to information without official confirmation from authoritative or credible sources, e.g. authoritative news agencies or witnesses on site. Another definition for rumor is from the subjective judgment of users [11] , [13] , [17] . An analogy of this definition is that the sentiment polarity of a statement is often defined based on people's subjective feelings.
Different definitions are better adopted in different scenarios. General rumors are often used in monitoring public opinions towards controversial stories on social media [28] . General rumors may be gossips of celebrities or a campaign strategy to slander political opponents [4] , which attract people to spread the story rather than finding out its veracity. Some research [2] also suggests to use this definition to filter out unrelated posts and then classify the veracity of remained general rumors. Subjective rumors can be used to understand users' behavior. Based on this definition, Morris et al. [29] study what kinds of messages are more likely to get the trust of the public on Twitter. Rumors with objective confirmation is widely used for automatic rumor detection [9] , [12] , [21] , [30] , methods for detecting verified rumors aim to detect false information at the early stage and thus prevent the hazard of rumors on social media.
Given our focus on detecting the veracity of a statement, we adopt the objective definition of rumors throughout the paper. A news story e is defined as a set of n pieces of related messages M = {m 1 , m 2 , ..., m n }. For each messages m i , it is comprised of a tuple of attributes representing the text, images, videos and other content it contains. Each message m i is also associated with a user u i who posted it. The user u i is represented with a set of attributes, including name, age, register time and avatar images, etc. The rumor detection task is then defined as follows:
Definition: Rumor Detection: Given a news story e with its message set M and user set U , the rumor detection task aim to determine whether this story can be confirmed as
Subjective Rumors
The truth value is determined by the subjective judgement of users
General Rumors
The truth value is unverified
Objective Rumors
The truth value is confirmed by authoritative sources Fig. 3 . Three definitions of rumors and their relationships true or false, i.e to learn a prediction function F (e) → {0, 1} satisfying:
The definition formulates the rumor detection as a veracity classification task aiming to determine whether a given story on social media is confirmed as true or false. It reveals two main challenges in rumor detection: 1) the understanding of contents and social context associating with the story and 2) the constructing of effective detection algorithms. As illustrated in Figure 2 , three paradigms are proposed focusing on extracting effective features representing rumor content or robust prediction algorithms. We summary these methods in the following three sections.
HAND-CRAFTED FEATURES BASED AP-

PROACHES
The basic definition of rumor detection is a binary classification problem. Most literatures on this task follows the commonly used learning paradigms of supervised classification from the machine learning area: 1) extracting features representing samples from both classes; 2) training an appropriate classifier with provided samples; 3) testing and evaluating on unseen data. The first key step of these procedures is how to extract prominent features. Moreover, contents are not independent and from different modalities. The classification method should be capable of integrating and interpreting these features for robust rumor detection. In this section, we first give a review of all kinds of features used in the rumor detection literatures. We then introduce typical classifiers applied for rumor detection.
In the scope of social media, a news story e contains rich multi-modal resources as its content and associated with certain social context during its spreading, as shown in Figure 4 . Features come from two main aspects of a story: its content and its social context, see Figure 5 .
The content of a news story contains plenty of information, so we define content features are those features extracted from the text and image. The social context reflects the relationship among different users and describe the propagating process of a rumor, so we define social context features are those features extracted from the user behavior and the propagation network. Two types of features are going to be detailed in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 
Content Features
For a news story e, the message set M describes all the key information of it, which has content from three aspects:
• Textual content: a text describing the news event. They provide details of the event and may contain certain opinions or sentiments towards the story.
• Images/Videos: sometimes a message will provide visual material to support its story.
• Other content: the specific communication style of social media would provide other informative content, such as hashtag topics(#), user references(@), links to outer sources, and emoj icons, etc.
Various content features are extracted from above primitive content, which can be categorized into two main types: textual features and visual features.
Textual Features
Compared with non-rumors, rumor texts are fabricated to mislead the public. Aiming to arouse much attention and stimulate the public mood, rumor texts tend to have certain patterns in contrast to non-rumor ones. For example, after analyzing a large amount of tweet streams, Zhao et al. [2] discover two types of language patterns in rumors: the correction type and the enquiry type. Thus, it is possible to extract features from the textual content, which can characterize rumors.
From different levels granularity of the language structure, various textual features are extracted to represent a rumor from the aspects of words, sentences, messages, topics and events.
General textual features are derived from the linguistics of a text, which are widely used in many natural language understanding tasks. Three categories of general textual features are commonly used: lexical features, syntactic features, and topic features.
Lexical features are features extracted at the word-level of a rumor, which could be statistics of words, lexical rumor patterns or sentimental lexicons.
Castillo et al. compute some statistics of rumor texts based on the words it contains, including the total number of words and characters, the number of distinctive words and the average length of word in a rumor, etc [11] . Apart from simple statistical features, some work extract interesting lexical words by examining their semantics. Kwon et al. propose features that describe the fraction of tweets containing the first person pronoun [13] . Yang et al. focus on whether the message includes a URL pointing to an external source.
According to the study by Zhao et al. [2] , the informative part of rumor messages can be of the following two types: inquiries of the event situation (verification / confirmation questions) and corrections / disputes of the event. They detect the inquiry and correction patterns of rumor messages through supervised feature selection on a set of labeled messages. Specifically, the uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-grams lexical parts are extracted from these messages after standard word segmentation. Frequency features (tf) of each extracted word or phrase are then calculated. Following that, Chi-Squared test and information gain ratio method are utilized to select prominent patterns. The feature selection methods rank features based on their ability to distinguish rumor tweets from non-rumor ones. From the ranked list of features, human experts select event-independent phrases as final lexical patterns for rumors. Finally, the lexical word patterns are discovered, including verification patterns ( "is it real/fake?", "need more evidence/confirmation", etc.) and correction patterns ( "rumor/false rumor", "spreading/ fabricating rumor", etc.). Once discovered these lexical features can be used to filter out rumors in real time, such as detect rumors in live tweet streams [2] [31] or analyzing online rumors at a large scale [4] .
Lexical words expressing specific semantics or sentiments are also very important clues to characterize the text. In [11] , emotional marks( question mark and exclamation mark) and emotion icons are counted as textual features.
In [13] , many sentimental lexical features are proposed based on sentiment dictionary. Specifically, they utilize a sentiment tool called the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) to count words in psychologically meaningful categories. For each input text, this tool provides sentiment analysis results on five major categories and a number of subcategories, such as social, affective, cognitive, perceptual, and biological processes. After comparative study of these features, they find that some categories of sentiments are distinctive features for rumor detection, including positive affect words, cognitive action words and tentative action words.
Syntactic features represent rumors at the sentence level. The basic syntactic features are simple statistics of a rumor message, such as the number of keywords, the sentiment score or polarity of the sentence [11] and part-ofspeech tagging [32] .
To represent a document based on the words it contains, the bag-of-words (BoW) language model is commonly utilized. In this model, each text document is represented as a v-dimensional vector, where v is the size of the dictionary of the corpus. Each element in the vector stands for the TF-IDF score of the corresponding word in the text. TF is the term frequency. IDF score is the inverse document frequency, which is calculated on the whole corpus. Some work utilized BoW for rumor detection [33] or rumor analysis [4] .
Recently, semantic embedding algorithms are widely used in many natural language understanding applications. The Word2Vec model [34] represents each word in a corpus with a real-valued vector in a common semantic vector space. This algorithm models words based on their semantic analogies. Inspired by its success, some recent rumor detection applications [33] [4] also represent texts via word embedding. Topic features are extracted from the level at the message set, which aim to understand messages and their underlying relations within a corpus.
Wu et al. [15] define a set of topic features to summaries semantics for detecting rumors on Weibo. They train a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [35] model with an 18-topic distribution on all messages. And each message can belong to one or more topics. They transform the 18-dimensional distribution vector into binary vector by setting the top khighest probability topics to 1 and the rest of topics to 0. The size of k is selected based on the coverage of remained topics.
Jin et al. [16] cluster topics based the event a message refers to and extract features both at the message level and the topic level. They assume that messages under a same topic probably have similar credibility values. Under this assumption, they cluster messages into different topics and obtain the topic-level feature by aggregating features on the message level. They claim that this kind of topiclevel feature can reduces the impact of noisy data while maintaining most of details on the message level.
Towards a more comprehensive understanding of text on social media, existing work also come up with textual features derived from the traits of social media platform, apart from general textual features. For example, features extracted from outer source links [36] .
Visual features
While most work detects rumors depend on textual content, only some very recent work try to extract features from the visual content of rumors.
Gupta et al. [37] make a first attempt to understand the temporal, social reputation and influence patterns for the spreading of fake images on Twitter. They propose a classification model to identify the fake images on Twitter during Hurricane Sandy. Some interesting conclusions are drawn: the original fake images are limited, and 86% of fake images were re-tweets. These findings could be utilized to design prominent visual features for rumor detection. However, their work is mainly based on traditional textual features.
Aiming to automatically predict whether a tweet that shares multimedia content is fake or real, Boididou et al. [38] 
Visual statistical features are statistics of images attached in rumors. Similar to the statistical features of textual content, some basic statistics of images proved to be distinctive in separating rumors and non-rumors.
Gupta et al. [17] define a feature to record whether the user has a profile image for evaluating the credibility of user. A "has multimedia" feature is defined in [15] to record the status of multimedia attachment of a tweet: whether the tweet has any picture, video or audio attached. In [14] , the authors point out that the rumors are more likely to contain outdated images. They propose a time span feature to capture this time delay. In [36] , the relation of images and health related rumors were studied. The Baidu search engine is deployed to find the original image for calculating this time span between the original image and the current one. According to their results, this feature is quite effective. However, the sparsity of outdated images and the difficulties to search them limit the usage of this feature.
Summarizing existing statistical features and proposing several novel features, seven visual statistical features are presented in [30] from three aspects:
• Count: Users can post zero, one or more than one images along with a text content in a tweet. To mark the occurrence of images in rumor messages, they count the total images in a rumor event and the ratio of messages containing at least one or more than one images.
• Popularity: Some images are very popular and gain more re-tweets and comments than others in an event. The ratio of the most popular images are calculated to denote this feature.
• Image type: Some images have particular type in resolution or style. For example, long images are images with a very large length-to-width ratio. The ratio of these types of images is also counted as a statistical feature.
Visual content features are extracted to describe image distributions from a visual perspective, such as visual clarity, diversity and coherence.
In [30] , the authors find that images in rumors and nonrumors are visually distinctive on their distributions. To describe image distributions based on the visual content, five image visual features are proposed in their work: visual clarity score, visual coherence score, visual similarity distribution histogram, visual diversity score, and visual clustering score, which describe image distribution characteristics from different visual aspects.
• Visual Clarity Score measures the distribution difference between two image sets: one is the image set in a certain news event (event set) and the other is the image set containing images from all events (collection set) [39] . This feature is designed under the assumption that a non-rumor event would contain many original images specifically related to this event, which have a different image distribution in comparison with the overall image set. The clarity score is defined as the Kullback-Leibler divergence [40] between two language models representing the target image set and all image set, respectively. The bag-of-word image representation is employed to define language models for images. To be specific, local descriptors (e.g. the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [41] feature) for each image are extracted and then quantized to form a visual word vocabulary. Each image is represented by words from the vocabulary.
• Visual Coherence Score measures how coherent images in a certain news event are [42] [43] . This feature is computed based on visual similarity among images and can reflect relevant relations of images in news events quantitatively. More specifically, the average of similarity scores between every two images is computed as the coherence score. In implementation, the similarity between image pairs is calculated based on their GIST feature representations [44] .
• Visual Similarity Distribution Histogram describes inter-image similarity in a fine granularity level. It evaluates image distribution with a set of values by quantifying the similarity matrix of each image pair in an event [43] . The visual similarity matrix is obtained by calculating pairwise image similarity in an event. The visual similarity is also computed based on their GIST feature representations. The image similarity matrix is then quantified into an H-bin histogram by mapping each element in the matrix into its corresponding bin, which results in a feature vector of H dimensions representing the similarity relations among images.
• Visual Diversity Score measures the visual difference of the image distribution. Compared with visual coherence score, it computes the image diversity distribution directly and gives more emphasis on representative images. The diversity of an image is defined as its minimal difference with the images ranking before it in the whole image set [45] . Here images are ranked according to their popularity on social media, based on the assumption that popular images would have better representation for the news event. The visual diversity score is then calculated as a weighted average of dissimilarity over all images, where top-ranked images have larger weights [46] . So that this feature can reduce the impact of unpopular noisy images.
Dissimilarity of an image pair is computed as the complementary of its similarity.
• Visual Clustering Score evaluates the image distribution from a clustering perspective. It is defined as the number of clusters formed by all images in a news event.
To cluster images, the hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithm [47] is employed, which merges nearest atomic clusters into larger clusters in a bottom-up strategy. HAC does not require the number of clusters to be determined or estimated before clustering. Thus, the number of clusters yielded by HAC reveals the diversity feature of images. In implementation, the single-link strategy is used to measure the similarity between two clusters, and the Euclidean distance of image GIST feature vectors is used as the distance measurement. Very small clusters are considered as outliers and removed before calculating the final score [30] .
Evaluation of these visual content features on a set of 25,513 images from 146 events shows that images in rumors are more coherentm less diverse and forming less clusters compared with those in non-rumors. Consequently, these feature can be useful for detecting rumor events.
Social context features
One of the key features of social media is the openness for all kinds of interactions, in comparison with traditional media. Three types of social interactions universally exit on social media:
• Interactions among users, such as "adding friend" and "following". This kind of interaction forms the huge and complex underlying network where all information circulates.
• Links among multimedia content are formed through tags, hashtag topics or url links. Online contents are organized into sub-groups with this kind of links.
• Interactions among users and content, such as "posting","commenting", "reposting", and "tagging".
Many features are derived from the social connection characteristic of social media on the rumor detection task. Three main types of social features are user feature, propagation features and temporal features.
User features are derived from the user social network. Rumors are created by a few users and spread by many users. Analyzing their characteristics could provide crucial clues for rumor detection. User features could describe the characteristics of a single user or a user group comprised of multiple related users.
• Individual features are extracted from single user. Common individual features are calculated from a user's profile, such as "register time", "age", "gender"and "occupation" [29] , or user's online actions, such as "number of followers", "number of followees" and "number of posted messages" [11] . Yang et al. [12] proposed two features to mark the user's posting behavior: the "client" feature is the software that was used by the user and the "location" feature marks whether the message is sent from from where the event happened or not. Liu et al. [48] evaluated a user's reliability from the perspective of journalists and proposed user features including the credibility identification, diversity and location of a source user.
• Group features are overall features of a group whose members have certain similar behaviors in the rumor diffusion process [12] . Group features can be generated by aggregating features of single user, such as "the ratio of verified users" and "the average followee count".
Propagation features are derived from the fusion network on which rumors spread. In [11] , some statistics of messages' propagation trees, such as the average depth or size of propagation trees, were proposed to capture basic propagation features. The work of Kwon et al. [13] further extended them with 15 structural features extracted from the diffusion network as well as the user friendship network, including the number of nodes and links, the median degree and density of these networks. Wu et al. [15] proposed a concise structure to describe the propagation process for a single message. Yang et al. [49] proposed a set of network features based on network created via the comment providers. In [50] , certain propagation structures are studied to find the distinctive patterns for rumor detection.
Temporal features mark the import time points or the life circle pattern about the diffusion of rumors. In [13] message spikes along the time line are modeled to capture the spreading patterns of rumors. Ma et al. [51] proposed a method for discretizing time stream and capturing the variation of time features. Giasemidis et al. [52] split every rumor events into 20 time-intervals and extract features for each subset of messages.
Kwon et al. studied the stability of features over time [53] . They found that for rumor detection linguistic and user features are suitable for early stage, while structural and temporal features tend to have good performance in the long-term stage.
Classification Methods
With sufficient features available, many classification methods are proposed in literatures focusing on finding effective features for the rumor detection task.
Most work experimented with more than one classifiers to find the most suitable method, including Decision Tree [11] Some work proposed novel classification algorithms for better aggregating diverse features. Wu et al. [15] proposed an SVM with a hybrid kernel technique consisting of random walk kernel [54] and an RBF kernel [55] . The random walk kernel is specifically designed to capture propagation features from the comments tree of a message, while the RBF kernel is applied on content and user features. A two-level classification framework was proposed in [16] to leverage features at the message-level and topic-level. Regarding rumors as anomalies, Chen et al. [56] initially used anomaly detection to classify rumors.
PROPAGATION-BASED APPROACHES
Hand-crafted features based approaches evaluate each message and event individually. However, some underlying correlations exist among messages and events on social media. One simple observation is that similar messages tend to have the same veracity polarity in an event. The propagation-based approaches are proposed by mining relations among entities and evaluate the credibility of messages and events as a whole. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the paradigm of propagation-based rumor detection commonly has two main steps [17] This credibility propagation paradigm is inspired by the work on truth discovery, which aims to find the truth with conflicting information [57] . The propagation problem is formed as semi-supervised graph learning task [58] [59] [60] . Compared with direct classification on individual entity, propagation-based approaches can leverage the inter-entity relations and achieve robust results. We give a survey of three typical implementations of propagation-based rumor detection approaches, namely user-message-event network, hierarchical content network and conflicting viewpoints network.
User-Message-Event Network
Gupta et al. [17] first introduced the propagation method . They constructed a network consists of users, messages and events under two intuitions:
• Credible users do not offer credibility to rumor events in general.
• Links between credible messages have larger weights than those for rumor messages, as messages in an rumor event don't make coherent claims.
Network structure
As illustrated in Figure 6 (a), the structure of this network is formed as followings:
• Each user is linked to a message if puts up that message.
• Each message is linked to an event if it belongs to that event (i.e. containing the same keywords as the event). • Messages are linked with each other to denote the inter-message relationship.
• Events are linked with other events to denote interevent relationship.
The inter-message links denote how a message would influence other messages. These influence is computed as semantic similarity between two messages in [17] . The ratio of shared unigrams is calculated as the link's weight to represent the influence degree between two linked messages. Similarly, the links between events are computed as the shared unigrams in the event keywords representing two events. As for the weights of the rest two types of links: links from users to messages and links from messages to events, are not defined and set as 1 by default.
Credibility propagation
The initial credibility values of each messages are obtained from the results of a feature-based classifier, similar to that of [11] . Then they are propagated on this network using PageRank-like iterations. At each iteration, the credibility valuses are updated as follows:
• For each message, its credibility value is affected by three aspects: the user and event it links to and other linked messages. Contributions from these aspects are weighted to make sure that they are comparable when updating its credibility.
• For each event, its credibility value is affected by two aspects: the messages it links to and other linked events. Therefore, its credibility value is updated accordingly.
• For each user, the average credibilities of all the messages it links to is computed for updating.
After several iterations, this algorithm would converge and produce the final predictions for each entity.
Hierarchical Content Network
Inspired by the idea of linking entities altogether and leveraging inter-entity implications for credibility propagation, Jin et al. [6] proposed a three-layer credibility network constructed from different semantic levels of content of an event. They firstly pointed out that the involving of users in the network in [17] is less convincible. Based on their observation, many users spread rumors unintentionally on social media and even credible users would be misguided to spread rumors. They also found that a news event, as a whole, contains both real and fake information in many occasions. Thus, without deeper analysis of its components, it is hard to get a convincing evaluation for the event.
Motivated by these observations, they aimed to minimize users' influence and focus on an event's deeper semantic relations by proposing a three-layer credibility propagation network.
Network structure
The hierarchical content network has three layers of entities: message layer, sub-event layer and event layer (Figure 6(b) ). They are all content-based, and have direct relations with news credibility. The sub-event layer is initially introduced to capture the deeper sematic information within an event. Sub-events are various point of views of an event which are message clusters representing major parts or topics of an event. To be specific, the network is formed as followings: a message is linked to a sub-vent if it is clustered into that subevents; a sub-event is linked to the event; all the messages are linked with each other so are the sub-events.
Similar to [17] , the four types of inter-entity links denote how entities would influence each other on credibility evaluation. In [6] , the link weights are mostly determined by two facts: the semantic similarity and the social importance. By assuming semantically similar entities would have similar credibility values, the sematic similarity scores are computed between entity pairs based on their word representation. Meanwhile, the social importance score, which is calculated from the number of re-tweets or comments gained by an entity, is incorporated to give emphasis on more popular content in a sub-event or event.
Credibility propagation
Under the assumption that entities with large link weight between them should have similar credibility values, the credibility propagation problem is formulated as a graph optimization problem. The authors gave a loss function which are constraints ensure the propagation should not change too much between entities with large link weight or from the entities' initial values. They then deduced the iterative solution for optimizing the loss function with the gradient descent method. The authors claimed that their formulation of the credibility propagation is a convex problem which ensures that they can provide the globally optimal solution with an iterative algorithm. Compared with the institutive propagation method in [17] , this is a theoretical improvement.
Conflicting Viewpoints Network
According to [18] , there exist two kinds of relations between messages on microblogs. One relation is supporting, where messages expressing the same viewpoint support each others credibility. The other relation is opposing, where messages expressing conflicting viewpoints decrease each other's credibility. As microblogs are open media platforms, people can post their skeptical and even opposing responses after they read a news event. These opposing voices would arise against the news along with original supportive voices in the case of rumors, which are very crucial components for evaluating the truthfulness of news events.
Network structure
Based on this observation, the authors proposed a credibility network with both supporting and opposing relations by exploiting the conflicting viewpoints in microblogs ( Figure  6(c) ).
• Conflicting viewpoints mining. Conflicting viewpoints are mined through a joint topic-viewpoint model [61] . This model represents each message as a mixture of topics and a mixture of viewpoints for each topic. These topic-viewpoint pairs are then clustered under constraints to form the final conflicting viewpoints.
• Link definition. The link between any two messages are computed based on the results of mined conflicting viewpoints. The wight of the link is computed as the distance between the probability representations of the two messages from the topic model. And the polarity of the link is defined from the viewpoints clustering: messages have the same viewpoints form the positive link, otherwise they form the negative link.
• Network construction. All messages in an event are linked with each other. Links between them are computed as above.
Credibility propagation
Similar to that in [6] , the credibility propagation on this network is also defined as a graph optimization problem. To deal with the negative links in the network, the authors propose a loss function which can ensure that messages with supporting relations have similar credibility values and messages with opposing relations have opposite credibility values or values both close to zero. Given the loss function, they also derived the optimal solution to it.
DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS APPROACHES
Compared to the traditional classifiers, deep neural networks (DNN) have demonstrated clear advantages for many machine learning problems, such as object detection, sentiment classification and voice recognition. DNN based methods aim to learn deep representation of rumor data automatically. Based on the different structures of neural networks, the neural network methods can be further classified into the two categories:
• Recurrent Neural Networks: Based on the structure of RNN, this kind of approach models the rumor data as sequential data. The key point is that the connections between units in an RNN form a direct cycle and create an internal state of the network that might allow it to capture the dynamic temporal signals characteristic of rumor diffusion [9] , [19] - [21] .
• Convolutional Neural Networks: CNN is composed by stacked convolutional and pooling layers, the structure of which help model significant semantic features. The CNN based methods [22] [23] assume that CNN can not only automatically extract localglobal significant features from an input instance but reveal those high-level interactions.
We now introduce some representative works for each category.
RNN-based methods
Ma et al. first apply recurrent neural network to detect rumors. They observe that a rumor event consists of an original post and a group of related posts including reposts and comments, which create a continues stream of posts. Thus, they model the rumor data as a variable length time series. However, a rumor event consists of tens of thousands of posts, so they batch posts into time intervals and treat them as a single unit in a time series that is then modeled using an RNN sequence. In each interval, they use the tf * idf values of the top-K terms in the vocabulary as input. Their model aims to learn both temporal and textual representations from the rumor data under supervision and extensive experiments demonstrate that their model achieves outstanding performance compared to those work utilizing hand-crafted features.
Some malicious words in the content may be strongly related to the rumor category. To better understand what words the model pay more attention to, Chen et al. leverage attention mechanism in their model [19] . One assumption of their work is that textual features of the rumor data may change their importance with time and it is crucial to determine which of them are more important to the detection task. Similar to [9] , they first batch posts into time intervals and use tf * idf as the representation of the input. In each timestep, the hidden state will be allocated a weight parameter to measure its importance and contribution to the results. The performance of experiments demonstrate the efficiency of attention mechanism and show that most words connected with the event itself are given less attention weight than words expressing users' doubting, esquiring and anger caused by the rumor, while ignore unrelated words.
Ruchansky et al. focus on three characteristics of the rumor data [20] : the text of an article, the user response it receives, and the source users promoting it. These characteristics represent different aspects of the rumor data, and it is also challenging to detect rumors based on one of them. Thus, they propose a hybrid model(CSI) that combines all three characteristics for a more accurate and automated prediction. The model is composed of three modules: Capture, Score, and Integrate. The first module is based on the response and text; it uses a Recurrent Neural Network to capture the temporal pattern of user activity on a given article. The second module learns the source characteristic based on the behavior of users, and a user is represented by a vector. In the third module, the result of the first two modules are integrated to a vector which is used to classify an article as fake or not. Aside from accurate prediction, the CSI model also produces latent representations of both users and articles that can be used for separate analysis.
Jin et al. not only leverage the textual information but also visual and social information and propose a multimodal fusion based model. An increasing number of users are using images and videos to post news in addition to texts. Therefore, for given a post, its text and social context are first fused with an LSTM unit. The joint representation are then fused with visual features extracted from pretrained deep VGG-19. The output of the LSTM at each time step is employed as the neuron-level attention to coordinate visual features during the fusion. Extensive experiments conducted on Weibo and Twitter datasets demonstrate that their model can effectively detect rumors based on multimedia content, in comparison with existing feature-based methods and several multimodal fusion methods based on neural networks.
CNN-based methods
Yu et al. find that the RNN is not qualified to the early detection tasks with limited inputting data and has a bias towards the latest elements of input sequence [22] . To address those issues, they propose a convolutional neural network based approach for rumor detection. Specifically, they put forward a method to split every rumor event into several phases. Subsequently, all events are split into several groups of microblog posts. And representation of each group is learnt though doc2vec, so an input sequence of CAMI is formed of a group of vectors. Finally, the vectors are fed to a two-layer convolutional neural networks, obtaining the final results of two-class classification. Their model can extract significant features from an input instance and achieve high performance on the two open dataset.
Nguyen et al. focus on detect rumors at the early stage of rumor propagation, who proposed a CNN + RNN based model. In the unified model, the part of CNN is applied for representation. Each tweet is first formed of a set of word embeddings which are learnt jointly in the model training process. Specifically, the model utilizes CNN to extract a sequence of higher-level phrase representations to learn the hidden representations of individual rumor-related tweets. Then the part of RNN is used to process the time series obtained by CNN. By using limited rumor data, extensive experiments show the good performance of their model within the very first hours during the propagation of a rumor.
DATASETS
Since different papers report experimental results utilizing different datasets, to compare methods fairly on a reason- able scale, a few benchmark datasets have recently been proposed. We review the following representative datasets because they were collected from real-world social media platforms and have been widely used in rumor detection. KWON dataset. The KWON dataset [13] , released in 2013, consists of 47 events of rumor and 55 events of nonrumor collected from Twitter, each events contains 60 tweets at least. To ensure all the events are valid, each event is labeled by four participants and the dataset only contains those events that are evaluated by at least four participants and had the majority agreement.
MediaEval dataset. The MediaEval dataset is released by The Verifying Multimedia Use task at MediaEval [62] , which aims to detect false multimedia content on Twitter. It contains 9000 tweets of rumor and 6000 non-rumor tweets related to 17 events in the development set, and 2000 tweets related to 35 events in the test set.
RUMDECT dataset. The RUMDECT dataset [9] , released in 2016, consists of two types of data from Weibo and Twitter, respectively. For Weibo data, a group of known rumors are first collected from Sina community management center and another group of non-rumor events are crawled from the posts of general threads. Therefore, the Weibo data contains 2313 rumors and 2351 non-rumors. For the Twitter data, 778 reported events during March-December 2015 are collected from Snopes.com. For each event, the keywords from its Snopes URL are applied as query to search related posts from Twitter. In order to balance the two classes, some non-rumor events are added from two another datasets [11] , [13] . The resulting twitter data contains 498 rumor events and 494 non-rumor events.
RUMOUREVAL dataset. The RUMOUREVAL dataset is produced for RumourEval 2017 [63] , a shared subtask in SemEval 2017. The training set consists of 297 rumourous threads collected for 8 events, which include 297 source and 4,222 reply tweets. The testing set includes, in total, 1,080 tweets, 28 of which are source tweets and 1,052 replies.
MULTI dataset. The MULTI dataset [21] released in 2017, includes 4749 posts of rumor and 4779 posts of nonrumor collected from the official rumor debunking system of Weibo. Unlike the previous datasets, the MULTI dataset is the first dataset that focuses on leveraging multimodal contents to detect rumors on Weibo platform, which contains not only textual information but also visual information. Table I summarizes the datasets used for rumor detection. Based on their statistic information, we can observe that each dataset either consists of a set of events or a set of messages. Datasets containing rumor events are suited for classifying a wide spread event on social media platforms, while datasets composed by rumor messages are suited for classifying a single message.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Rumors spreading on social media could severely influence people' daily life. However, most applications still rely on manual efforts, either by human experts or by common user, to combat the ever-increasing rumors. Under this circumstances, the research on automatic rumor detection attracts more and more attention. In this survey, we attempt to provide a comprehensive survey for exiting studies towards the development of automatic rumor detection approaches. Moreover, we have categorized the existing work into three paradigms, hand-crafted features based approach, propagation-based approach and neural networks approach. We start from introducing the features of rumors and then we analyze the principles of the existing classification algorithms.
Three different paradigms for rumor detection are elaborately described: the feature-based classification approach, the credibility propagation approach and the neural networks approaches. For each method in these paradigm, it aims to tow goals: one is to extract prominent features to representing the multimedia content comprise rumors and the social context generated by rumors on social network, the other goal is to build robust machine learning algorithms to separate rumors from common stories.
Moreover, we introduce several public datasets and give the statistic details for each of them. All the datasets are collected from Weibo or Twitter platform. Each sample in event based dataset refers to a group of messages with one topic, while the sample in message based dataset refers to a single message . We can observe an encouraging trend that some works, begin to build large datasets. But in most works, the datasets are still not large enough. A main difficulty in collecting dataset is that rumor are those news debunked by authorities, the number of which is less than that of nonrumor samples.
Apart from finding more efficient features or algorithms, we summary the four main challenges for future studies:
Early detection. The life circle of a story propagating on social networks is quite short, some studies suggested it is less than three days. What's more, rumors become viral in seconds or minutes [3] . It is crucial to detect rumors at their very early stage. However, most existing studies detect rumors by assuming they have all content in all life time of the rumor. The resource on the beginning of a rumor is such limited that it is very challenging to detect it at the early stage. Although Yu et al. propose a method to solve this problem, the performance is unable to meet the need of early detection.
Explanatory detection. Exiting rumor detection methods only give a final decision of whether a story is a rumor. Little information is revealed why they make the decision. However, unlike simple object classification, finding the evidences supporting the decision would be beneficial in debunking the rumor and prevent its further spreading. The explanatory rumor detection requires algorithms to monitor much more closely into every components in rumors, which is a challenge to be resolved.
Long text rumor detection. The objects of rumor detection methods at present are short text spread on social media. However, more and more long text news such as blogs and passages are generated on some online communities, which arise a growing demand for verification. Different from short text rumors, long text rumors have affluent semantic information which poses an obvious obstacle for comprehensive understanding. Moreover, in most cases, only part of a given long text rumor contains false information, while the rest of which is true. So it is unfair to classify the whole passage as a rumor or not. More efforts should be addressed not only on improving the performance for detecting long text rumor but also on pointing out the precise position of false information in a passage.
Multimodal rumor detection. The fact that an increasing number of rumors consisting of multimodal data are propagating on social media brings difficulties for traditional detection methods. Therefore, analyzing the relationships among data with multiple modalities and developing advanced fusion based models to utilize these data can be the key to detect rumors in more complex scenarios. Though Jin et al. proposed a fusion based model to detection rumors with multiple modalities [21] , the complex relationship among different modalities should be modeled more accurately.
